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I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is a necessary evil in the process of software development. It adds nothing to the functionalities of software but spends more than fifty percent of labor and money [1]. At the same time without thorough testing it is not possible to guarantee a product as error free. Software testing is performed for enhancing quality of the software by removing errors and fixing bugs prior to its delivery. Software testing includes three major activities, first selection of proper tests inputs, next execution of those inputs on the SUT, and finally evaluation of the correctness of the generated outputs. Out of these activities, selections of inputs and evaluation of outputs are the most error prone and time consuming tasks of the entire phase of testing [2]. Now a days gradually the complexity of the systems are increasing and these complex system needs to be error free safe secure and reliable from the users perspective. The competitive market is also forcing companies to define new approaches to reduce the development cost of systems. To increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the testing process and to reduce overall development cost of the software system new approaches are required for test automation. The automation of the process of test case generation is the most important aspect of test automation [1], [2], very few powerful test data generation tools combining structural and functional testing are available in the market yet. Automatic model based testing tools usually accept two types of inputs, first of all a formal model of the software under test and a set of constraints guiding the tool for generating test data, test cases or test suites [1]. Automated software testing can speed up the testing process saving a lot of time and ensuring good quality of the SUT. A significant part of the telecommunications aerospace and microelectronics have been experimented for verification and test data generation since a decade [2]. Search based software test data generation is an constrained optimization problem. Now a days several approaches have been proposed by the researchers for search based test data generation, offering promising results. Test case optimization is an NP complete problem [3] and its common threads are test case selection, prioritization and minimization. The commonly used optimization techniques used by researchers include, evolutionary algorithms like genetic algorithms [17], [18] Genetic programming, Differential Evolution [11], swarm optimization techniques including Ant Colony Optimization [16], Particle swarm optimization [16], Artificial bee colony optimization [4], [5], Hybrid Genetic, Intelligent Search Agent [1], Graph based Intelligent Techniques, Hybridization of Soft Computing techniques [2] etc. Testing is a very expensive process and in this process redundant and irrelevant test cases increase the cost of testing unnecessarily. Therefore test case optimization is a must for saving manpower and cost of testing. Software test adequacy criteria are the rules to determine whether a software system has been adequately tested or not. In literature a number of test data adequacy criteria has been proposed and investigated. Some of them are control flow-based criteria, data flow based criteria, fault based, and error-based criteria. Control flow-based criteria includes statement coverage, path coverage, branch coverage, condition coverage, loop coverage [3] etc. Data-flow based criteria include all definitions criteria, all uses criteria. Fault-based adequacy criteria include error seeding and mutant killing score. Search based software testing appeared around five decades back and at that time it was mainly based on the symbolic execution and constraint solving approach.
In those techniques a version of SUT was executed and is guided by a cost function, now days known as fitness function. Inputs that were closer to executing a desired path through the program, were awarded with lower cost values and others were awarded with high cost values. Inputs with high cost value were normally discarded. This search based testing is gradually referred as a testing approach which mainly uses metaheuristic techniques. The simplest form of optimization algorithm is random search, which generates test data randomly until the goal of the test is fulfilled. Random search is very poor at finding solutions where the solution set occupies a very small part of the entire search space. Hill climbing and simulated annealing are search algorithms best at finding local optima, therefore these algorithms are described as local search approaches. Evolutionary algorithms (EA), use nature inspired techniques such as selection, mutation and crossover adopted from natural evolution to generate optimized solutions for problem under consideration. GA is an adaptive search procedure introduced by John Holland [18], [19] and extensively studied by Goldberg [17], De Jong and many other researchers. It uses a "survival of the fittest" technique, where the best solutions survive and are varied until we get a good product [18]. Genetic algorithms are termed as global search algorithms as these cover the entire search space. Swarm Intelligence is the recent area of research in the field of optimization. Recently many researchers have proposed and developed a number of meta-heuristics algorithms observing and simulating the foraging behavior of different animals and insects. These algorithms take into account both local as well as global optimal values. ABC is a swarm based optimization algorithm mimicking the behavior of bees while searching for food [5]–[7], [10]. Differential Evolution (DE), proposed by Storn and Price in [11], is an efficient and simple evolutionary algorithm for real parameter optimization problems. In the last few years, the DE algorithm has been successfully applied to many science and engineering applications. Similar to other EAs, DE is a population based stochastic optimization method. In this paper we focus on the performance of binary genetic algorithm(BGA), differential evolution(DE) and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) as test data generators. we have analyzed the efficiency of these three algorithms in path specific test data generation as well as exploration of the input domain with respect to time by taking one example program. The rest of the paper is organized as follows, section II includes concepts on meta-heuristic search based software test data generation, section III includes basic concepts of the three metaheuristic algorithms i.e. Genetic algorithms, Differential Evolution(DE) and Artificial Bee Colony(ABC) Optimization Algorithms section IV includes related work performed in the same field, section V includes our implementations section VI includes our experiments and results. Finally, we concludein Section VII with a discussion of future perspective of our proposed work.

II. META-HEURISTIC SEARCH BASED TEST DATA GENERATION

Search based software test data generation is explicitly defined as a constrained optimization problem. The meta heuristic search techniques are population based, iterative optimization algorithms. In each iteration a number of fitness function evaluations(are performed in this case program run) using test data are performed. By exploiting the fitness values in iteration new test data are generated. Metaheuristics strategies obtain test inputs, employing the information available a run time. Then information is exploited to guide the search points for persuing the optimal regions defined by objective branches of the target control flow graph. Test data generation application is a two-step iterative process, first a branch of the control flow graph is traversed using input test data from population and then using fitness values target optimization problem is tackled. A control flow graph \( G = (V,E) \) is defined by a set \( V \) of vertices or nodes and a set \( E \) of edges or arcs. Each vertex in \( V \) represents a program code block, two specia vertices labelled \( s \) and \( e \) refer to the begin and end entry of the control flow graph. An edge \((v1, v2) \) represents a simple vertex block or sequential statements. Every vertex \( v \) with outdegree \( v \geq 1 \) represents a branch in a program code.

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM

Genetic Algorithms are metaheuristic search algorithms inspired from nature [17], [19]. These algorithms accept a possible set of solutions known as chromosomes and apply three nature inspired operators, selection, crossover and mutation for selecting best solutions out of a possible set of solutions [18]. Chromosome representation and correct fitness evaluation are the keys of the success in GA applications. The beauty of Genetic algorithms comes from their simplicity and elegance as robust search algorithms as well as from their power to discover good solutions rapidly for difficult high-dimensional problems covering large solution spaces. 1) Steps Of Genetic Algorithm: 1) Randomly generate an initial population of potential solutions. 2) Evaluate the suitability of each solution with the help of fitness function. 3) Check whether the results obtained are satisfying stopping criterion. 4) Select two solutions biased in favour of fitness using selection.
5) Apply crossover to the solutions at a random point on the selected strings to produce new solutions.
6) Mutate the new solutions based on a mutation probability.
7) Goto step 2.

IV. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM

Like other evolutionary algorithms, DE commences with a population of constant size of NP individual candidate solutions, where NP is the population size. Each member is a D-dimensional real-parameters vector representing a point in the solution space S [11]. The new candidate solutions of same population size are obtained generation by generation in the solution space. The subsequent generations are denoted by G = 0, 1, Gmax. However the vectors are changed over generation wise by a special kind of differential operator instead of classical crossover and mutation operators of genetic algorithms. DE is mainly based on a mutation operator, adding an amount to the difference of two individuals selected randomly from current population. The next important operator is the selection operator which selects the locally best solution thus avoiding the need of sorting or ranking the population [12]. DE generates new parameter vectors by adding the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third vector. These parameters are then crossed with the parameters of trial vector to yield trial vectors. Trial vector with better fitness value replaces target vector in the following generations which is known as selection. Each population vector has to serve at least once as target vector.

A. Pseudocode Of Differential Evolution

1) Initialize the generation G = 0 and a population PG of NP individuals randomly in the uniformly distributed range [X_min, X_max]

2) While G < Gmax do

3) Randomly generate three integer numbers r1, r2, and r3 from [1, NP], where r1 ≠ r2 ≠ r3 ≠ i For j = 1 to D do

   a) Mutation: Generate ith donor vector Vi
   
   \[ v_{i,j} = x_{i,j} + \text{rand}[0,1] \times (x_{rand} - x_{min}) \]  

   b) Rearrangement: keep each parameters of donor vector in the range [X_min, X_max]

   c) Crossover: Generate ith trial vector Uj

   i) If rand(0,1) < CR, then u_{i,j} = v_{i,j}
   ii) Else u_{i,j} = x_{i,j}

4) Selection and replacement: If individual u_i fitness is better than individual x_i, then Replace individual x_i by u_i individual

5) End

6) Apply crossover to the solutions at a random point on the selected strings to produce new solutions.

7) Increment generation G = G + 1

8) End

9) End

V. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY (ABC) ALGORITHM

The Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm is a swarm based optimization algorithm proposed for the first time by Karaboga [4] in 2005. There are three kinds of honey bees in ABC algorithm to forage food source. They are employed bees, onlookers and scouts bees. The tasks of these bees are to collect nectar around the hive. A bee waiting on the dance area for making decision to choose a food source is called an onlooker bee. A bee carrying out random search is called a scout bee. In ABC algorithm, the first half of the colony consists of employed artificial bees and the second half constitutes the onlookers. For every food source, there is only one employed bee. In other words, the number of employed bees is equal the number of food sources around the hive. The employed bee whose food source is exhausted by the employed and onlooker bees becomes a scout. The main steps of the algorithm are given below, in the algorithm ABC, for generating an initial solution for ith employed is used equation (2).

\[ x_{i}^{t} = x_{i}^{min} + \text{rand}[0,1] \times (x_{i}^{max} - x_{i}^{min}) \]  

i=1, 2, N and j=1, 2, 3D where x_{i}^{t} is a parameter to be optimized for the ith employed bee on the dimension j of the D-dimensional solution space, N is the number of employed bees and x_{i}^{max} and x_{i}^{min} are the upper and lower bounds for x_{i}^{t}, respectively.

In both onlooker bee and employed bee phases, the food positions in the jth dimension is used in equation (5).

\[ u_{i,j} = x_{i,j} + \varphi_{i,j} (x_{i,j} - x_{k,j}) \text{je}1, 2, D, k \neq i, \forall k \in 1, 2, N \]  

where x_{i,j} is ith employed bee, u_{i,j} is the new solution for x_{i,j} in the jth dimension, x_{k,j} is a neighbour bee of x_{i,j} in employed bee population.

Here is a number randomly selected in the range of [-1, 1]D is the dimension of the problem, N is number of employed bees, and je1, 2, D and ke1, 2, 3, N are selected randomly. In order to generate a new food position, every onlooker bee memorizes the solution of n employed bee based on fitness values of the employed bees. The probability p_i of that onlooker bee will select the solution of the ith employed bee is obtained as follows:

\[ P_{i} = \frac{F(i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} F(j)} \]  

where F(i) is the fitness value of ith employed bee and obtained as follow

\[ F(i) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{1 + \text{abs}(d_{ij}(i))} & \text{if } (d_{ij}(i) \geq 0) \\
1 + \text{abs}(d_{ij}(i)) & \text{if } (d_{ij}(i) < 0) 
\end{cases} \]
where Obj() is the objective function specific for the problem. In addition, Equation (1) is used in order to generate new solution for the scout bee in the scout bee phase of the ABC and all the onlooker bees use Equation (2) so as to improve the solution.

A. Pseudocode Of ABC Algorithm

1) Generate the initial population $x_i$ where $i = 1, 2, 3, ... S_N$
2) Evaluate the fitness value of the population
3) Gen = 1
4) While $Gen <= G_{max}$
5) For each employed bee
   Produce new solution $v_{ij} = x_{ij} + \varphi_{ij}(x_{ij} - x_{kj})$.
   Calculate the value $f_i$
   Apply greedy selection process
6) Calculate the probability value $P_i$ for the solutions $x_i$
7) For each onlooker bee
   Select a solution $x_i$ depending on $P_i$
   Generate new solution $v_i$
   Calculate the value $f_i$
   Apply greedy selection process
8) If there is an abandoned solution then replace by with a new solution.
9) Gen = Gen + 1
10) End

VI. RELATED WORK

Michael et.al [21] extended the work of dynamic test data generation by using function minimization method. They have used genetic algorithm to minimize the fitness function. They also examined the effect of program complexity on test data generation process. They suggested that satisfying individual test requirement is harder in large programs than in small ones. Moreover, as program complexity increases, non random test generation techniques become increasingly desirable. They also mentioned that most of the decisions are not covered when they contain a single Boolean variable, signifying a condition that can be either TRUE or FALSE. The technique they have used to define fitness function seems inadequate when the condition contains Boolean variables or enumerated types. But our approach will be able to cover conditions containing Boolean value and multiple paths as we are using the weighted approach i.e. we are assigning weights to each path covered.

P.R. Srivastava et.al [31] proposed a technique for generating test cases using 'path coverage testing criteria' and genetic algorithm. This technique was based on the criticality of the path. In this technique, the edges of the control flow graph are assigned weights. The fitness function is calculated by taking the sum of the weights of all the edges of a particular path. The path with maximum value of fitness function is the most critical. Ghiduk et.al [24] presented an automatic test-data generation technique. It uses genetic algorithm (GA) to generate test data satisfying data-flow coverage criteria.

The technique applies the concepts of dominance relations between nodes to define a new multi-objective fitness function to evaluate the generated test data. Their technique is effective in achieving coverage of the test requirements, and in reducing the size of test suites, the search time, and the number of iterations required to satisfy the data-flow criteria.

It is too difficult to generate test cases for programs containing loops, arrays, and pointers using this method. Ramamoorthy [22], [28] Symbolic execution provides functional representation to program paths and assigns symbolic names for input values. It evaluates a path by interpreting the statements and predicates on the path in terms of these symbolic names, King [22]. Symbolic execution requires the systematic derivation of these expressions which can take much computational effort, Fosdick and Osterweil. Symbolic expressions are generated and show the necessary requirements to execute a certain path or branch, Clark. Many automated test data generators are based on symbolic execution, Howden [27].

The result of symbolic execution is a set of equality and inequality constraints on the input variables, which may be linear or non-linear. It defines a subset of the input space which will guide the execution of target path. If symbolic expression can be solved then the path is feasible otherwise the path is infeasible.

It is difficult to computationally manipulate algebraic expressions especially when number of paths is more. Programs containing pointers, loops, arrays reference values and calling modules are difficult to test, Korel [25]. If there are many constraints in the program which needs to be evaluated then they slow down the process of symbolic execution, [26]. Korel used a modified form of gradient descent. Initially the input values are changed slowly for getting the proper direction then the values are changed rapidly for getting good coverage.

This process continues till no change is encountered for a particular input value. Both Gradient descent and Korel method can get stucked in local minima. This problem of getting stucked in local minima has given rise to heuristic function minimization methods like simulated annealing [Kirup], tabu search [skorin] and genetic algorithm [26]. Rainer Storn et al. [11] introduced a new heuristic approach for minimizing possibly nonlinear and non-differentiable continuous space functions known as differential evolution (DE).
The Differential Evolution method (DE) was compared to Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA), the Annealed Nelder and Mead approach (ANM), the Breeder Genetic Algorithm (BGA), The EASY Evolution Strategy and the method of Stochastic Differential Equations (SDE). DE outperformed all the above described approaches in terms of number of function evaluations needed for reaching at global optima. A. K. Qin et al. [14] Presented a SaDE(Self adaptive Differential Evolution) algorithm, which eliminated the exhaustive search strategy and control parameters setting for the trial vector generation. In SaDE, trial vector generation strategies along with the control parameters, Scaling factor F and crossover rate (CR) will be probabilistically assigned to the target vector in the current population according to the probabilities learned from previous experience for generating improved solutions. They suggested that the success of DE in problem solving primarily depends on appropriate choice of trial vector generation strategies and setting of their associated control parameter values. They compared the performance of their proposed algorithm with the conventional DE and three adaptive DE with 26 constrained bound numerical optimized problems and proved that better quality solutions could be obtained using this algorithm. Landa Becerra et al. [12] applied DE for the first time to the problem of test data generation. They empirically evaluated the performance of a number of popular DE models with genetic algorithm. They observed that the results obtained by DE are better in most of the problems than those obtained by GA, at the same time they found that the proper setting of parameters plays a crucial role and DE is especially sensitive to the scaling factor F used in mutation. Karaboga et al. [13] simulated and compared the performance of DE algorithm with different popular versions of genetic algorithms like PGA, Grefenssette and Eshelman. They used De Jong’s test functions for those simulations. They observed that the convergence speed of DE is significantly better than genetic algorithms and suggested DE to be a promising approach for engineering optimization problems.

Karaboga et al. [4] In their work, they have used Artificial Bee Colony ABC Algorithm to find optimal weights for training of neural network. According to them ABC has good exploration and exploitation capabilities in searching optimal weights over traditional training algorithms as the traditional algorithms can get stuck in local minima and have high computational complexity.

Karaboga [5] applied the Artificial Bee Colony ABC Optimization Algorithm to train feed-forward neural networks which could correctly classify different variety of data sets widely used in the machine learning community. They investigated the performance of the ABC algorithm on benchmark classification problems and after comparison with the traditional and evolutionary algorithms their results indicate that ABC algorithm is very efficient in training feed-forward neural networks.

Arvinder et al. [6] have formulated and used the Bee Colony Optimization algorithm for fault coverage based regression test suite prioritization. They studied the food foraging behavior of natural bee and effectively implemented it in their algorithm using both the path exploration and exploitation phenomenon adapted by bees for test suite prioritization. They implemented it on cpp compiler but the disadvantage of the approach is it needs manual interface for providing the input data.

Bharati et al. [7] Presented a review on application of Artificial Bee Colony to the field of software testing. They compared and observed that currently Artificial bee colony algorithm has recently been applied to the field of software testing in test suite prioritization and test case optimization but much comparative study has not been made with other swarm based metaheuristic algorithms. Shivangi [8] Performed a literature review on the research activities based on ABC and BCO. She has summarized the studies on a tabular form on the basis of applications, implementations and results of different proposed algorithms. She has clearly identified the possible areas of applicability and techniques used in those papers. Mala et al [9] Presented an approach based on ABC(Artificial Bee Colony Optimization) for test suite optimization identifying the nodes with higher coverage and test cases using those high coverage nodes. They have shown that ABC is superior to GA based approach in generating global optimal solutions at the same time converges in less number of test runs. Bacanni et al. [10] Implemented an object oriented software system for ABC written in C sharp with GUI interface which could be used in optimization problems. It was found that the software is showing better performance on existing benchmark problems as it is using threads which increase the execution speed on multicore processors.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

In our approach we have selected a weighted control flow graph as the program intermediate form. We are generating test data for path coverage based testing, as path testing provides the best code coverage leading to through testing of the entire SUT. Here the basic path set provides us the number of paths to be covered thus ensuring the number of test cases expected for complete path coverage. We have used two evolutionary algorithms DE algorithm, SGA, and one swarm intelligent based optimization algorithm, ABC algorithm for generating test data. At the same time we have also considered cyclomatic complexity number along with connection matrix for analyzing the basic paths present in our example program. A.
Metaheuristic algorithm for white box testing we have used the following steps, for generating test data performing path coverage based testing using three metaheuristic algorithms.

1. Accept program written in any programming language.
2. Instrument the program lines of code.
3. Generate control flow graph for the target program.
4. Prepare connection matrix from the control flow graph.
5. Find out all path sequences present in the graph.
6. Find out cyclomatic complexity of the graph.
7. Apply metaheuristic algorithms to automatically generate test data.
8. Compare traced paths with cyclomatic number.
9. Stop execution.

In our above algorithm the test data generation step using the three meta-heuristic algorithm is performed automatically, but the parameter setting and rest of the steps of the algorithm are performed manually.

B. Working of the algorithm

We have used a weighted control flow graph to identify the paths correctly on the basis of weights. For this we have used the 80-20 rule. The main objective of the 80-20 rule is to assign more weights to those nodes of the control flow graph which hold more number of branches. In this approach initial 100 credit is assigned to sequential edges and 80 credit is supplied to the edges of branches and loops satisfying true condition and rest 20 is supplied to the edges of branches satisfying false condition of a specific node. Applying the above rule, an initial credit is taken 100, then weight 100 is assigned to each sequential statement covered, weight 20 is assigned to every false edge encountered and weight 80 to every true edge encountered during traversal.

Then the total weight of every path from start node to end node is calculated as this weight is taken as the objective value for each path of the example program.

DE algorithm is a recently developed algorithm and introduced to the field of test data generation by R.Landa [12]. It’s a very robust algorithm already proved itself in constrained optimization and it requires less number of function evaluations. We have used Roulette wheel selection and one-point (or single) crossover for our genetic algorithm. Here we have performed mutation on a bit-by-bit basis and the mutation occurred according to a mutation probability pm, which is an adjustable parameter.

Artificial Bee Coloney is an algorithm simulating the food foraging behaviour of honey bees, where the colony contains three group of bees, employed bees, onlooker bees and scout. First the scout bee carries out random searches for discovering new food sources, in our case it is the test data covering target path. The position of food source represents possible set of solution and the nectar amount of each food source represents the fitness of the associated solution. First a swarm of virtual bees is generated and a randomly distributed solution set within the range of (1-D) dispersed over d-dimentional solution space is taken as the initial set of solutions. An employed bee performs local search to determine the position of best solution by comparing the nectar amount(fitness value). Employed bees exchange this information with onlooker bees on the dance area. After visiting a food source predefined number of steps employed bee turns to a scout bee. Then
reproduction followed by replacement and selection is performed. Here the algorithm gives best solution as both local search (performed by employed and onlooker bees) as well as global search (performed by scouts) is made by the bees.

VIII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have used Intel Core 2 Duo CPU with 1.8GHz with 2GB RAM. We used MATLAB version R2008a for simulating our program. We have used binary genetic algorithm (BGA), Differential evolution algorithm (DE) and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) optimization algorithm for our program implementation.

A. Fitness function

\[ f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i \cdot \ldots \cdot (2) \]

Where, \( p_i \) = fittest path.

\[ p_i = \sum_{i=1}^{m} W_{i} \cdot \ldots \cdot (3) \]

Where, \( W_{i} \) = weight assigned to the fittest path.

B. Parameter settings for DE

Given below are the parameter setting for DE algorithm.

1) We have taken different variants of the scaling factor, \( F(0.5, 0.75, 1.0, \text{rand}(1, 6)) \).
2) CR we have taken \( (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8) \).
3) we keep our population size fixed from 100 to 500.
4) Generation size from 50 to 200.

We obtained better results in the above parameter values of CR and F as proposed by [12]

C. Parameter settings for GA

Following are the parameter setting for GA.

1) Population size: Initially 100 then 500.
2) No.of generations: 50 to 500.
3) Chromosome length in bits. Where P in number of parameters and n is number of bits, where \( n = 0.15 \).
4) Cross over probability 0.7.
5) Random probability 0.5.
6) Mutation probability 0.01.

D. Parameter settings for ABC

Following are the parameter setting for ABC.

1) The colony size is the sum of the number of employed bees and onlooker bees.
2) Number of food sources are equal to the half of colony size.
3) Limit of visit to the food source by employed bee is 10.
4) Population size 200, 400, 500.
5) No.of generations: 50 to 500.

For all the above described algorithms our input range was (-10,000 to 10,000).

E. Comparison of the results

When we focused on the best results obtained using the different algorithms, we found that ABC explores better in the search space for all the four paths in comparison to DE and BGA as shown in figure 4. In addition to that DE also gives better exploration for path1, path2 and path4 as shown in figure 3 and BGA’s exploration is better only for path1 and path4 as shown in figure 2. In terms of time complexity the execution time for DE algorithm is less than BGA and ABC algorithms. The three algorithms were executed ten times with same number of generation(50) and population size(200) and the average execution time for DE was 0.8192 secs, for BGA 0.8448 secs and for ABC it was 1.0659 secs. The given below figures show the total number of input values generated for each path covering the input range from -10,000 to 10,000.

IX. CONCLUSION

Here in this paper we have studied three metaheuristic algorithms, Differential Evolution, Genetic Algorithm and Artificial Bee Colony optimization algorithm to find a better solution for path coverage based testing, by generating test data automatically. We have compared our results and we found that DE outperforms BGA and ABC in
generating test data within less time showing better coverage and in fewer generations. We have also found the parameter setting plays a major role in DE, specially the scaling factor F and CR rate. In our future approach we are planning to implement the above concept of test data generation (TDG) using other nature inspired algorithms and Hybrid approaches of the evolutionary algorithms.
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